DT WALL PANEL TO FOOTING

DETAIL

SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"

TYPICAL

- 1'-6" STEM
- 2" 4" 2"
- 1/2" SHIM & GROUT SPACE
- PL 1/4"X6"X6" W/ 2 - #4X13 W/ 2 - #4X12 PE PS @ S.F.
- 3/16" 4"
- 3/8"X4"X4" STRAP PL.
- 3/8"X6"X8" PL W/ 2 - 1/2"X4" STUDS FURNISHED BY WELLS INSTALLED BY OTHERS
- SHIM STACK UNDER STEMS

BY Wells

- 3/16" 4"